MADE ON SCHEDULE
MEDICAL DEVICE
LIFE SCIENCES

Optimize Plant
Production Planning
and Scheduling to
Meet Targets and
Lower Inventory Costs

DELMIA® Made on Schedule for Medical Devices is a medium
and short-term planning solution that integrates all resources and
product-related constraints for medical device manufacturers.
The solution includes powerful capabilities for detailed plant
planning and scheduling and what if scenario analysis, with
integrated visibility and control over all aspects of production
across multiple resources, machines, operators, and tools. With
better visibility based on accurate process and product constraints,
you can streamline production flows, remove bottlenecks, reduce
production material constraints, optimize inventory requirements,
and increase production utilization at finite capacity—all while
managing unplanned events with minimum disruption.

DELMIA Life Sciences Made on Schedule
for Medical Device is specifically designed
to enable medical device manufacturers
with complex production runs and
multiple resources to manage and
optimize plant operations across the
enterprise.

Plan and schedule complex medical device manufacturing

Optimize existing plant resources to achieve sales forecast goals

BUSINESS CHALLENGES

BENEFITS

• How to anticipate new product introductions and
deliver to forecasts

• Meet customer due dates and order quantities

• How to manage large quantities of data, bills of
material, complex routings and production alternatives

• Maximized use of production capacity against high demand
variability
• Improved New Product Introduction (NPI) ramp-up

• How to compress manufacturing cycle times while
managing demand complexity

• Reduced stock levels and synchronized procurement plans

• How to manage a growing number of SKUs and variable
production runs

• Increased plant agility, throughput, and time-to-market

• How to synchronize multiple interdependent shops
• How to assure maximum utilization of capital assets

HIGHLIGHTS
• Plant-level capacity planning and levelling
• Optimization of raw material and semi-finished component
inventory
• Multi-line schedule optimization and synchronization across
constrained production processes Optimized production
runs against product mix complexity and market dynamics
• Decision support analysis and what-if simulation that drives
collaborative engagement

• Continuously synchronized finished goods delivery flows
• Reduced production cycle time and improved ability to
address demand volatility
For more information, please visit www.3ds.com/DELMIA
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Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries,
and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.

